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“CONSPIRACY”
(“con-spire” = “to breathe together”)

Here is the energetically-balanced breathing exercise we did
at the start of  our scheduling video-conference.

A 12-BREATH CYCLE OF
ENERGETICALLY BALANCED BREATHING

Take 3 long, slow, conscious breaths
in each of  these 4 modes:
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Want more? Turn the page>>>



Conspiracy Theory

Check out the language: Probably the most universal spiritual exercises have to do with breathing. All reli-
gious and spiritual traditions have some kind of  teaching about the breath and spirit. Yoga and Qi gong prac-
tices are full of  specific breathing practices for enlivening your body and raising your spiritual tone. The nexus
of  breath and spirit is embedded in Hebrew, Latin and Greek, and dates back to the Indo-European roots of  all
our modern European languages. It’s not just a coincidence that the German word atmen (to breathe) strongly
resembles Atman, the Sanskrit word for the Universal Spirit. Look at the way the Latin word spiritus creates the
linguistic bridge between “breath” and “spirit” in English. Here are some examples that shed interesting light on
this connection; in each case, many of  the words tell what is happening to breath and spirit:

Re-spir-ation: Breath/spirit goes in and out again.
In-spir-ation (also a synonym for inhalation): Breath/spirit goes into you.
Ex-pire: to “breathe out”; “to die,” i.e. when you breathe your last breath, you “give up the ghost 
(spirit).” 
A-spire (to): Your spirit goes toward something when you aspire to it.
Con-spir-acy: literally “breathing together,” joining spirits
Spire: vertical structure of  a church or temple, places you go for in-spir-ation

Want more? There’s more:

BLOG: “Breathing Together: My Conspiracy with a Tibetan Lama” 

READING: INNER PILGRIMAGE #3: Energetically Balanced Breathing: A Ritual of the Meeting of
Heaven and Earth, (Pilgrim: pp. 35 - 40) This sub-chapter will give you a lot of variations of this basic
practice. 


